
cs349 - Assignment 1

Due date. February 2, 2005: 2359.

a. Basic Assignment
In Gnimmel: the Gname, you will find a description of the Gname, as it is played on the planet

Gnimmel. For this assignment you are to create an implementation of the Gname, as described.
Your implementation must be done using C (C++ if your insist, but only the STL will be very

useful), Xlib and an explicit event loop. You may develop your implementation however and wherever
you wish, but it must work in the undergraduate environment, where we will test it. Leave yourself at
least a couple of hours to port and tune your implementation if you are developing other than in the
undergrad environment. The implementation should include the following.
1. An initial splash screen introducing the game, including some graphics and a short description of

how to play your implementation.
2. A splash panel at the end of each level telling players whether or not they succeeded, and which

transitions automatically to the introduction of the next level to be played.
3. Two different levels which follow one other, dependent on the player succeeding or failing to

attain the target. The levels are given below as diagrams. Each level has a start screen, consisting
of the landscape and the target, with a button the player clicks to start the entrance of gninnies.

4. A state panel at the bottom of the screen describing things like number of gninnies entered,
number of gninnies exitted successfully, target number of gninnies, and so on.

5. Control of the gninnies using the mouse: centre click to make a gninnie freeze into an obstacle,
right click to make a gninnie dig.

6. ‘Maintenance’ controls using hot keys. These are controls you use to tune the game, and ‘secret
from the player’ controls used, for example, to change levels without winning or to pause the
game, which are useful to you when debugging and to the TA when marking. The following hot
keys must be implemented to assist TAs when they are marking.

You may introduce any other hot keys you choose. In fact they will be essential for tuning your
implementation. Possible functionality might include speeding up and slowing down the
animation, restarting the present level, or introducing a new gninnie through the entrance. The
extra hot keys will be documented in your Readme file.

7. Your implementation of the gname should be tuned so that the game is playable, which means not
so easy as to be trivial, not so hard as to be impossible.

Hot key Function

p Pause the game.

1 Start level one.

2 Start level two.

3 Start level three.

t Toggle between basic and extended implementations.

q Quit the game.
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a.1. Marks
Three-quarters of your marks come from the basic assignment. They are 12 marks for six specific
objectives, and 3 subjective marks.

Splash screens. (2 marks) Start of game, start/end of level: informative, with appropriate interaction.

Landscape/progress panel. (2 marks) Two-dimensional graphics for landscape and progress panel.

Animation of gninnies. (2 marks) Smooth motion, correct trajectories for rolling/falling..

Enter/exit/obstacles. (2 marks) Interaction of gninnies with entry, exit, and obstacles.

Interactive play. (2 marks) Mouse input for freezing/digging, response of landscape/gninnies.

Hot keys/tuning. (2 marks) Required & implementer-defined hot keys, evidence of tuning, game
tuned for good playability. (You don’t get really bored watching level 1; you can win level 2.)

Subjective. (3 marks) Is the game attractive, easy to understand, smooth, responsive, &c?

a.2. Marking procedure
As part of doing the assignment you perform a self-evaluation, using the mark sheet. The comments
column gives you the opportunity to give the TA reasons for assigning the mark you suggest.

We will mark your implementation in the undergraduate environment using following procedure.
1. cd  to your handin directory.
2. make clean  to remove any old object and executable files.
3. make to build your executable.
4. ./gname to run your executable, which should be called gname. While running your executable

the TA will evaluate it in each category.
Remember that we will be running in the normal undergraduate environment, using standard paths
provided by default. Be sure that you are running the default make, which we run. If you need special
libraries (non-standard versions of gcc are the most common culprit) they must be put in your Make-
file, so that they work for the TAs.

a.3. Predefined levels.
Level 1: two gninnies enter moving right; two must exit.
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Level 2: five gninnies enter, moving right; four must exit.

b. New Level & Extension
In addition to the basic Gname you also implement a new level and an extension to the basic game.
One is a new level, more complex and difficult than the second level, and exhibiting the features of
your extension.. Your extension is up to you. It may be a significant improvement in appearance; it
may be a significant improvement in functionality; it may be a significant improvement in the inter-
face. Whatever you choose to implement, it should improve the gname or its interface. Your Readme
file should describe what’s interesting and challenging about your new level. It should also contain a
description of your extension so that that the marker can find and evaluate it.

Remember to implement the ‘t’ hot key, which toggles your extension off and on. This is important
to allow the TAs easily to see the improvements your extension adds to the game.

b.1. Marks

New level. (1 marks) This mark is largely subjective. Is the level interesting and challenging to the
player? Does it use the extra features of your extension?

Your extension. (2 marks) Does the implementation of your extension match your description? Is it
free of bugs?

Subjective. (2 marks) Does your extension improve and extend the game

b.2. Marking procedure
We will use the same marking procedure as for the basic implementation. The marker will consult

your Readme file, where your extension should be described. Fill in the mark sheet in the extension
categories, and use the comment section to give reasons why you gave yourself the marks you did.

c. What and How to Hand In
You hand your assignment in using the same submit program that you have come to love over the

past few years. Using it, you should hand in the following.
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1. .h  and .c  files containing your source code.
2. A Makefile  that creates an executable called gname from your source code.
3. A Readmefile, which should be concise1 and readable. It must contain descriptions allowing the

markers to find and try out your tuning hot keys, new level and extension. It may also contain any
comments which you think might be useful to the markers, concerning your basic
implementation. Please omit all information that might insult the intelligence of either the TAs
or the instructor.

4. Finally, print a copy of the marksheet on the final page and fill it in. Come as close as possible to
what you think the marker will give you because there is a bonus of three marks for the student(s)
who get closest to the marks actually given out by the marker.

1. Concise means just what it says. Consult a dictionary, perhaps the Concise Oxford Dictionary if you
are not certain what it means. What the dictionary doesn’t say is, ‘Concise means “don’t repeat any-
thing that’s in the assignment hand-outs.”’ It also means, ‘You won’t get any extra marks for making
it longer, more likely the reverse.’
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d. Marksheet - a1
Name, userid, student number: ......................................................................................................

Item Student’s
mark

Student’s
comments

TA’s
mark

TA’s
comments

Splash screens /2 /2

Landscape /2 /2

Animation /2 /2

Obstacles /2 /2

Interactive play /2 /2

Hotkeys/tuning /2 /2

Subjective /3 /3

Third level /1 /1

Your extension /2 /2

Subjective /2 /2

Total /20 /20
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